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PROLOGUE

Love and long association with a city make it both extremely
difficult and all too easy to write about it.

There are so many details .

so many vague feelings, so many memories, so many associations that the
writing flows away, leaving on the paper words about the city at once to
general and too specific and as much about the writer as about the place.
But that, of course, is as it must be, for a city is not a city without
people and as a person whatever I write is as much me as it is anything
else.

I will not attempt here what is mistakenly referred to as objectiv.

ity; that is

~ever

really possible.

.

But I will attempt to keep ir. mind

that I am not writing about a city, but about a city and the image of that
c i ty held in the minds of its inhabitants.

This image was elicited by a

methodology with certain limited and well-defined goals and failings.

Eut

it seems to me necessary to present some k:i.nd of picture of this city sc·
that the reader will be better able to
discussed further on.

und·~rstand

the various images

so here I am going ··:o present my image of the city,

a very personal image, mine own, but without trying to pretend to be otter
than what I am, an American geographer fro:n Cleveland, Ohio, rather young,
with an exaggerated sensitivity, as intruder in Mexico and a lover of
Mexico ' s .

My attachment to and relationship with San Cristobal is entil:ely

emotional and those emotions are strong.

When away from San Cristobal

they result in intense longings for the sight of the city streets at da1::1,
for a whiff of the charcoal ladden air , fer the feeling of its chill on my
skin, for thE! faces that one sees only there.
1

And when in San Cristobal

2

these same emotions produce deep anger at an opportunity daily missed, at
a human way of living just out of reach, and intense jpy at being there
all at the same time.

But I seem to be talking about me.

I am, but I am

also talking about San Cristobal, for it is the interaction of me and tris
city that produces whatever we both may be.
General Feelings and First Impressions
San Cristobal lies in a high green place, as beautiful as any on
this ear·th.

Oh!

It is excruciatingly beautiful and infinitely glorious

and all manner of greatness.

High in the mountains lies a wide steep bowl

of velvet green whose walls are thick with pine and higher up with pale
white birches and whose floor in summer burns with the golden red of
flowers awash in a sea of grass where cattle munch and horses graze and
Indians gravely walk.

Of any early morning, mists of white and gray lie:

limply on the valley bottom, the sun to burn them all away by breakfast 1
revealing then bright skies of slow and lazy blue, and warm, where high
the vultures ever circle in an everwidenin;r gyre, up among the clouds, now
rolling in from everywhere to rain by lunch, sometimes only languid sprinkles,
but at others flooding torrents too much to bear.

The afternoons are

crystalline , hard and clear, yellow , auburn-gold and blue with sunsets ·ohi the sunselts of las Casas! with masses towering of blue-white clouds all

turned to aWElful burnished crimson riding soft and heavy high above the
hills of deepest darkening green and then all gone, leaving for the chilly
night the glory of a star-filled sky so b:right the Milky Way's a living
burning bridge to fill the soul.

Amidst 1:his other-worldly wonder

lie~

small old to'm of tile roofs all earthy red and narrow streets of every
color,

celes~ial

scrambled

or;~nge

blue cheek on jowl with shocking pink and tired red and
and dark straw brown all filled with sights and sounds

a
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and smells- the air so crisp and pungent cool with burning.pine aswim with
tinkling, clanging bells of iron, the

marin~a ' s

loving sounds and little

kids and ragged dogs and great bunches of freshest flO\-lcrs and nev,.-killcd
meat still bloody steaming and old boweCI women all in black - some of the
kindest and the meanest of all God's living creatures.

And that ' s for

starters.
This great big chunk of Heaven lie!; down in the State of Chiapas
in Mexico, about 7,500 feet high in the

aiJ~,

as high or higher than Mexico

City , in the Highlands of Chiapas, a great hulking mass of upfaulted
mountai:rscapped by strata of Cretaceous and Tertiary limestone .

It lies

astride the Pan American Highway , some 670 miles southeast of t-1exico City ,
a short couple of hours by plane or a day ilnd a night by bus .

It gets a

lot of rain , most (90%) falling between May and october, though it can
rain any time of year.

It ' s cool here at night , cool enough for sweaters

and fires anc warming drinks, yet it's

~ot

during the day , hot enough in

the summer fc·r short sleeves and cold beer; in the winter, when there is
sometime hoa:t·-frost, it's generally cool, even at high noon . Almost 30,000
people live here , the bulk of them still craftsmen and shopkeepers ,
although a textile factory opened in 1968.

It ' s a quiet town that closE.·s

down tight at:. night , so tight that it ' s a feat to find a cup of coffee <:.t
eleven, or even a .drink .

Only the whorehouse is regularly open late.

It.

feels a lot like I fee l the 18th Century rrust have felt and in many ways
the town

has::-~ '

t changed since then.

In mc•st other ways it ' s just a ver:1

average small southern Mexican city.
This means that the day starts early , around six or so , with a
great ringin;r of bells , and a crowing of c:ocks, and the noise of a drum
and bugle

co~s

dispatched throughout the city to wake the students for

4

school.

Indians from the surrounding villages begin to pour in early, t.o

get good places in the market and to have lots of time, for a big day of
standing around in town.

They make no noise when they walk, the women and

children in bare feet and the men in rubbe-r-soled sandals.

Their

mul~s

bearing firewood and charcoal make a clop-clop, clop-clop heard in many a
street.

If it ' s a holy day- and nearly every day in San Cristobal is-

the sound of rockets begins with the dawn and is ubiquitous throughout
the day.
By eight or so the streets are awash with people, students on

their way to school, women on their way to market, men opening their shops,
tourists in season b l inking in the morning brilliance, and Indians walkjng
rapidly.

The turmoi l rises to a peak between eleven and twelve o'clock when

everything subsides again.
town, quiet
The day ' s
noon.

~nder

ne~

Around one the streets are deserted and the

the sun, appears abandon=d.

Even the dogs are still.

dawn rises around two-thirty or three o ' clock in the after-

The students reappear, the shops are reopened, Indians gather around

the buses anc: trucks for home and begin to leave town, the zocalo fills up
with unoccupied people , and the sounds of marimba bands practicing or
playing on some corner swell in the afternoon air.

The sun falls and s·=ill

t'he city stays alive , the major streets ablaze with light and life.

Tht~

theaters open and the little old taco lady takes up her stand on the
Cathedral steps.
quietly.

In doorways young couples stand holding hands and tal"'<ing

At the Hotel Espanol the tourist:s are enlivening the Lady's E.3r

or are sittL"'lg around the fire in the pet:·. te sala.

At ten, when the heavy

wooden doors at the Hotel Espanol are slammed shut and the dorwarden makes
his bed out beside them , the day is over.

The nights are still and

qui~t.

Through it a drunk sings out yiyiyiyiyiyiiiii or a marimba band serenades

.
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a lovely woman.

But so quiet are the streets at night in general that one ' s

footsteps clatter alarmingly, echo and ring.
And so it goes , day in, day out.

The city once again is dea<l.

•

Only Sunday is different.

Then little

children are put into shining shoes and white shirts and sometimes a\•1lrwa.cd
suits and the family goes to Mass.

The afternoon is spent in the zocalo

which at four on Sunday is veritably thronged.
takes a turn around the square.

Sooner or later everyone

The day ends earlier 9n Sunday and in the

evening the streets are quieter.
But for all this dailiness, San Cristobal for some strange reaso:1
doesn 1 t have 1:he feeling of a small provincial town.
is true.

Rather the contrar:t

Despite its two non-book stores, its non-record stores, and it.;

non-Culture, despite its twenty Catholic churches, its Lions Club dances,
its Chamber o:: Commerce , despite its small population, its isolation , anj
its 18th cent1lry air, despite all these thjngs, San Cristobal somehow has
the air of a :>ophisticated bustling cosmopc•litan city.
is true is an elusive mystery.

Exactly why this

Perhaps it is partly the early evening

aliveness whi·::h has the excited feeling of a first night crowd hovering
around the theater entrance .

Perhaps it is partly due to the fact that

San Cristobal has many expatriate Spaniard!>, and a surprising number of
Americans and Germans, all of whom contribute an air of another mode of
living.

Or it may be in part due to the fact that San Cristobal is the

center of twc cultures with great distance between them, that of the
Tzotzil and 'Izeltal Indians and that of tht: urban Mexican mestizo.

Pert.aps

it has to do with San Cristobal's long history, or with the marimba bands,
the Harvard anthropology jeeps, the residences of the extremely rich, the

..

signs on shOI=S that read "On parle francais" and "English Spoken" or thE!
Zocalo crowdE Sunday afternoons.

Or the fiestas.

6

The daily routine of life in San Cristobal is interrupted by an
amazing frequency of fiestas, of all sorts of fiestas.

There are the

great national celebrations, of Christmas, of Easter, of Independence Day,
of the Virgin of Guadalupe.

There are the two major city fiestas, the

Spring Fair and the Fiesta of San Cristobal.
barrio fiestas.

And there are over. twenty

While many of these fiestas are short brilliant single-

day explosions, like the commemoration of the birthday of Benito Juarez,
others are week long.
The fiesta of San Cristobal lasts nine days, full in the celebr.:.tion in an astounding variety of ways of the debt owed to the patron sa:.nt
of the town.

There are early morning pilgrimages accompanied by brass

bands from all the various barrios of the town to the Church of San
Cristobal.

There are gorgeous early morning fireworks displays.

There is

the night whEn the long flight of stairs to the church on its hill is
lighted by tc>rches.

There is the magic day when at noon each house

explodes rockets and the air is filled with a horrendous booming and al.L
the streets

~lith

smoke.

There is the day that all the cars and trucks

and buses, each gaily bedight, drives to the top of the hill that the
church is on to have their engines sprinkled with holy water.

Some of the

trucks have thrones erected on them where little girls dressed as goddesses
sit.

Others are smothered with balloons c<nd crepe paper.

There are also

pinatas and Sacred Masses, reliquies to k_;_ss and bottles of tequila to
drink.
And L>ecembert
Guadalupe

co~nes

December is one

gr~at

fiesta:

The Virgin of

first, then comes Christmas, then New Year's, and finally

in January Three Kings Day is. celebrated.
time of year, at once more formal and

mort~

People are different at this
relaxed.

There are endless

..
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pinatas and the giving of gifts and a Mass with an accompanying orchestra
of toy instruments and a parade at n ight with people carrying fa ntastic

'

lanterns concocted of col ored paper .
selling

thing~

The square is lined with Indians

for creches , Infant Jesusr:!s and Virgin Marys , lambs ar.d cc.ws

and pigs o f clay, moss for grass, mangers of bark.
severe black sha\.'Jls haggle over four cent figurines.

The matrons in their
Amidst the

interruptions and changes brought about by the fiestas , these matrons,
these pillars of society remain uneffected .

The fiesta , as it disrupts

the daily flow of time is al so the thing that holds it best together.
Perhaps that is the elusive secret to San Cristobal ' s sophistication:

an unchanging changing·.

conve ntioneer ' s smile on.

It doesn't rush into tomorrow, arms open ,

It doesn ' t shout Chamber of Commerce fa shion

that it 's the city of progress.

It doesn ' t need to.

Nor does it hide,

afra id , reactjonary, from the facts of a modern industrial Mexico .
isn ' t a dead, retirement c i ty.
an old abandoned one.

This

It ' s not a brash young city either.

Nor

Rather, the strange words that describe it best,

would be "naive " and "unselfconscious. "

For all my words about it, my

general feel i ng of San Cristobal can be surr.med up in a sentence:

a very

beautiful colQnial city existing naive and unselfconscious in the 20th
Century.
General City Articulation
The first time we arrived in San Cl7istobal we came at night in a
complete downpour so that we saw nothing o1: San Cristobal from a distance,
nothing of its arrangements of streets nor any of its features , so that
when we stepped out o f the hotel in the

mo ~ning ,

middle of the city as though we ' d been

jus~

President of Mexico, then Adolfo Lopez

Mat•~os,

we stepped out into the

been born there .

That day the

was vis iting San Cristob.:.l
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and the streets were thronged.

Thousands and thou s ands of Ind i ans had come

into town for the occasion, and all the school children were lined up
along the streets in their uniforms , bands of musicians we r e e verywhere
raising cain and the city generally was in great turmoil.

It was in this

chaos that we learned to move through the city, yet by t he day' s ending
we felt comfortable in our ability to navi9ate through San Cristoba l.
1~is

ease and rapidity of acquaintance obviously has something to do with

the city's size, which is more or less one square mile in a rea .

But fnr

more significant than mere size, for a sma ll area can be just as confus ing
as a large one, is the general articulation of space in San Cristoba l.
Here, by a near miraculous juggling of streets and squares and river s
and hills and highways and houses, nearly all the space in San Cristobal is
at once clearly segmented and clearly related.
First: of all let us not forget that the town lies on the bottom of
a small vallE:y, a bowl, shoved up against one of the mountain walls that
hem it round.

Slicing across the valley runs the Pan American Highway, a

broad road c<1rrying all the traffic runnir.g between Guatemala and Ncxicc
City.

At th:.s point the volume of traffic isn't extraordinary, but it is

distinctive, consisting primarily of large trucks and through buses.
s .a n Cristobal, .i n its great part, lies to the north of this highway.
Meandering across .the valley bottom is the: Yellow River, comparatively
speaking a

s~all

stream, but nonetheless one that carries an unfordable

quantity of water year round.

The valley is internally drained and the

Yellow River rises in the valley only to disappear into large drain holes
cal led

Sumid~.

this stream.

San Cristobal lies, in its great part, to the east of

To the north of the city

th~

end of the city c limbs the mountain spurs .

hills press close and the we:,t
So San Cri&obal is clearly

9

delimited by a series of well-defined elements , elements which function
in the two- fold capacity of barriers to movement and readily recognized

.i.
.3.
~ .• : J· '"''''~
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~
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landmarks (Figure 0.1).
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Gap where highway leaves for Tuxtla
Mount . Huitepec
Saddle gap leading toward Chamula
Guadalupe Hill
Gap where highway leaves for Comitan
Old Man of the Mountain-style crag
Sheer wall to Tuxtla
San Cristobal Hill

Figure 0.1
General Articulation of Valley Space
The function of these elements as barriers is obvious.

Their

function as landmarks by which one may easefully navigate will be made
clear by reference to the diagram.

The fact of the matter is that there

are very, very few places in San Cristobal where one can stand and not be
aware of the valley rim circumscribing the view.

The land marks noted in

the diagram are particularly distinguished features that break the rim into
recognizable segments.

Were we to stand in the center of the diagram on

top of Cerro San Cristobal (cerro means hill), starting in the west, we
would observe the following.

First is the gap in the rim where the Pan

American Highway climbs out of the valley on its way to Mexico City.
This notch is further demarcated by the Church of San Felipe , a small village
hanging on the valley rim.

J ust north of this gap is the most significant

landmark for the entire valley - the huge bulk of Mount Huitepec, whose
peak towers nearly two thousand feet above the valley bottom.

The third

feature of note is the gap leading towards the Indian villages of
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Zinacatan and Chamula.
saddle.

This is not a notch, but rather a wide gentle

The north wall of the valley consists of an unbroken ridge against

which it is difficult to relate anything, but below which the steeples of
the churches of Barrio Mexicanos and Ce-rriJ.lo may be seen from many other
parts of town.
Guadalupe.

Standing on a spur to the east , however, is the Church of

This gleaming white church h igh on its hill is

also visible

from nearly everywhere in the town and clearly closes this end of both the
city and the valley.

Nearly due south of this is another notch, this t i me

where the Pan American Highway climbs out cf the valley on its way to
Guatemala.

Just to the west of this gap

i~

a particularly noticable cliff,

highly reminiscent of New Hampshire's Old Han of the Mountains.

This

notch-cliff landmark is distinguished furtl.er by its darker coloration.
The southern rim, like the northerm rim,

i~;

an unbroken ridge.

Unlike

the north rim, which is a gentle slope, th:.s is a nearly vertical wall
exuding a sen3e of mass and battle rampart!>.

The panorama is closed

where this wall drops off sheer to the Pan American Highway gap to
Mexico City.

There is only one area

tion of the valley, and this is

diffi<~ult

to grasp in the ar ticula-

th~ southe<~stern

corner of the valley

which falls back before the traveler in a bewildering fashion.

When the

perceptual end .of the valley is reached, there is still a great deal of
valley spread out .before one, previously concealed by a mountain spur.
But, because this extra space is invisible from the town itself, it does
not distract from the sense of clarity that surrounds the town generally.
The landmark11 on this valley rim are of the utmost value in relating onE'
part of the city to another.

They form a valuable system of external

referents non-existent in many American cities.
withj n the valley, in addition to the river and the high\vay, there
\
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is one single landmark which is most capable of evoking the entire picture
and feeling of San Cristobal.

This is Cerro Can Cristobal, a distinctive

conical-appearing mound standing just offcenter on the v alley ' s floor.
The effect of this cone in the center of its "crater" is to cause many
tourists to speculate on the volcanic origin of the valley.

While

geologically incorrect, their speculation should evoke in your mind some
idea of the prominence associated with this hill.

Note that the hill

stands within the city barriers of river and highway - that is, within
the limits of the town.

This outstanding landmark has the further

distinction of having at its top the Church o£ San Cristobal, of possessing
a remarkably fine and distressingly long flight of steps, as well as being
the location of the annual fiesta in honor of the city's patron saint.
This hi l :l perceptually marks, in a way the low lying and all but invisible
river is incapable of doing, both the southwest corner of the town (which
it actually is) and in general the west end of the city (which it only
seems to be).

Furthermore, the hill has unrivaled orienting potential,

for it is not a symetrical cone at all .

Viewed from the north or south it

has the appearance of a loaf of bread, while viewed from the east or west
it has the appearance of a pyramid.
orientation.

Thus it permits instant directional

The church on the east end of the summit facilitates this,

as Figure 0.2 makes abundantly clear.

From the East
Figure 0.2

From the North

But consideration of Cerro San

From the West

From the South

San Cristobal Hill and church seen from the four points of
the compass. Note how the shape of the hill and the position
of the church provide a unique view from any point around
them.
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cristobal by itself drains it of a great deal of its orienting power.

The

hill in combination with the valley rim is a veritable sighting mechanism:
the hill be.i.ng the crossed hairlines and the various distinctive rim
features comprising the sights at the end of the gun barrel .

Referring to

no other features butthese alone will accurately locate one anywhere in
the city.

Two such "sights" are illustrated in Figure 0.3.

i. Viewed from the East

2.

A.
B.
C.
D.

A.
B.
C.
D.

San Cristobal Hill
South Wall
Pan American Highway Gap
Mount Huitepec

Figure 0.3

It is this

Viewed from the South
San Cristobal Hill
North Wall
Saddle Gap to Chamula
Mount Huitepec

The gunsight relationship of San Cristobal Hill and the
surrounding valley Rim . This diagram combines informarelated in Figures 0.1 and 0.2.

sort of orienting mechanism that gives one the confidence to strike out
into the city itself on very short acquaintance.
Yet the city is possessed of a remarkable coherence unrelated to
these more or less external referents.
typical of Spanish colonial cities:

The street pattern is the one

a grid pattern around a central

plaza, or zocalo (in Mexico, the term for the central plaza of the city).
The Zocalo in San Cristobal is, on a single glance, evidently the city's
center.

Ranging around the Zocalo are the enormous colonial mass of the

Cathedral, the ancient Church of San Nicolas, an arcade containing shops,
two hotels, more shops, the neo-Classical Municipal Palace, and the
distressingly modern high school.

The relationships of these buildings

are illustrated in Figure 0.4.

Its size and the sum total of these
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Cathedral

I

San
Nicolas

Shops

Bank

Presidencio

Shops

Supermercado

Figure 0.4

I

Hotels

The Zoca lo

I

buildings give the zocalo an air of solidity, of reality, of importance,
that the umpteen other squares in San Cristobal entirely lack.

The crowds

of people milling among the carefully tended gardens on the square itself,
the shoe-shine boys, the lottery ticket salesmen, only enhance this feeling.
Due to the height of the buildings surrounding the zocalo, the valley rim
and the San Cristobal hill are never visible altogether.
you can see San Cristobal hill, from that, Mount Huitepec.

From this point
But the view

down each street leaving the Zocalo is terminated by a hill of green, by
some or another element of the valley rim.
Zocalo are the major ones for San Cristobal.

The eight streets leaving the
On them are located nearly

all of the major stores in San Cristobal, the two movie theaters , both
markets, eleven of the city's twenty churches , and most of the automotive
and pedestrian traffic.

These streets run the length and width of the

city, from the river to the hills and from the hills to the Pan American
Highway.

And they cross in the city's center where they form the Zocalo.
To further articulate the interior space of San Cristobal , minor

plazas have been liberally sprinkled throughout the city , each with its
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associated church.

There are fourteen of these , each unique, this one

with its complement of trees and benches, or this one with its bandstand
and fountain. Some of these plazas are a ssociated with convent churches ,
others with

b~r.rio

parish churches

corresponding church.

( parr~ujas ).

Only one of them h as no

These help break into manageable segments what would

otherwise be unmanageably large residential $tretches .

These chunks arc

normally identical with certain pseudopolit Lcal chunks of the city called
barrios.

So important are the barrios, that they are discussed in detail

below.
Barrio Articulation
Historicaily a barrio was a part of the city distinguished by

th~

fact that ali the residents of that part of the city worked at one and
the same craft.

There were barrios of carpenters and barrios of weavers

and barrios oE tanners and so on.

When thE! Spaniards came to the New

World·, tney bcought the concept with th~m.

Little by little, the term

"barrio" has .::orne to mean something closer to what we mean by the word
"neighborhood " and in Puerto Rico today it means nothing more than that.
In San Cristobal, it has retained somewhat of its historical

significanc~.

Today, of course, the municipal government draws the barrio boundarie s ,
and it uses· the . term to designate residential areas of whatever craft
character .

Each barrio is run by a junta consisting of a president,

secretary, treasurer and four of five vocales, or voting council members .
These officials are elected in a meeting cpen to all barrio residents, hut
normally onl] attended in fact by the ban:io' s more important residents,
or perhaps by the barrio's "angry young men. "

The offic ials hold one year

terms, but often occupy their offices yea:r after year .

A common ploy iB

to hold the ,,ffice of president one year, that of secretary another, and
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so on.

More often than not, these officials have turned out to be

c ac iqu.~ s ,

and they indulge in all the hanky-panky commonly associated with that

te~~.

This junta of officials is respons i ble for a ll barrio act i v ity.
For many of

t~1e

barrios this amount s to litt le more than the orga n i z at.ion

of the yearly fiesta in honor of the barrio' s patron saint.
however, be a much more respo nsible sort of affair.

It c an.

The di ffe r e nce

between two bc1rrio plazas, one lovely, one a mess, i s the d ifference be tween
a re sponsible and an irresponsible ba rrio junta.

The responsib le o ne

yelled and ca:ioled the municipal, state and federal gove rnme nts int o
playing their parts, while it organized the barrio r es idents i nto playing
their's.

Strnet; lamps are a good cas e in p·::>int.

The Federal Commiss ion

of Electricit:r will install and maintain the lamps for free , but the
barrio reside·:1ts must pay for the lamps themselves.

A respons ible junta

will arouse santiment among the residents regarding the necessity of
having street lamps, and then sit on the back of the Federal Commission
of Electricity until the job is done.

Barrio appearance, barrio feeling,

even the success or failure of the barrio fie sta, is the re sponsibil i ty
of the barrio junta.
Yet the barrio is not a political unit~

It does not have the

power to tax nor has it any power to enforce its own decisions other the.n
that power inherent in the word "cacique."
point.

Fund raising is a case in

Money for fiestas, for example, is raised by going door-to-door.

One friend of mine put it this way:
will have trc)uble with the saint .

i'If you don't pay, the junta says you
You know, they won't buy things from

your ·store ar.d they'll tell others not to either.

A boycott.

I know a

washer-woman in barrio so-and-so and the junta says to her, 'You must p.:.y
$100 pesos e\·ery year, ' and for her that

i:~

so much money.

So I pay to
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her because otherwise she will have trouble with her saint .''
person has said, "But I don't pay to my barrio.

Never.

Another

I only make a mass

once or twice a year at Fiesta like my mother did for twenty-five years.
I pay no

~or~

to the barrio, because

junta, they make nothing.

th~

One

year they come to me, 'We will make paved streets by such-and-such a date.
You will pay $300 pesos.'

I paid $200 pesos.

Nothing happens.

Next year

the junta comes to me. 'The last junta, th•3Y make nothing but we will.
will pay another $300 pesos.'

I told them they could have $3 pesos or

nothing.

They are

Good-by my friends.

mass at Santo Domingo.

th~

same junta.

You

I also make a

They cost $30-$40 pesos for a mass."

For people

alive to ward politics in the United States this all must seem terribly
innocent, and perhaps it is.

My two frien3s both come from the same,

pretty messy, barrio, although it does put on one jazzy fiesta.

The square

lacks grass cr flowers.

The

The streets are unpaved and unlighted.
splas~

barrio doesn ' t make too much of a
may have a lc•t to do with this.
barrio affai:J:·s?

at city fiestas.

Their attitude

Why won't my friends get involved in

No time, they plead, so their barrio is run by an

irresponsiblE! cacique.

other barl:.'ios are different.

are well-paved and well-lighted.
monument or a fpuntain.

All their streets

Their plazas are green with maybe a

And there are pec.ple in them.

Messy plazas are

generally prntty empty.
Barr:i.os in San Cristobal are interesting items.
agreement on their number, but at the
them, each unique in many ways.

out~;ide

There is no

there are twenty-two of

Here in San Cristobal the barrios retain

their historical function as residential areas of families practicing the
same craft to a surprising extent.
barrio of ir•)n-workers.

Barrio El Cerrillo, for instance, is the

Not everyone liv:Lng there is an iron-worker, of
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course, but many residents are, and all the iron-workers of San Cri stobal
live there .

One day a Oaxacan shop-owner and I were looking for iron-

workers to manufacture certain San Cristobal specialties - iron crosse s ,
animal-shaped door-knockers - to sell in his shop.

All that was necessary

was to walk down Calle Chiapa de Corzo and knock on door after door.
were all iron-workers.

In this sense, barrios in San Cris tobal are still

conglomerates of craftsmen.
well.

The y

Barrios are unique in many other ways a s

They each have a different theme for the names of their streets.

The streets in Barrio El Cerrillo are all named after other towns in the
State of Chiapas:

Chiapa de Corzo, Comitan Tapachula.

Mexicanos are named after Latin American countries:
Brazil .

Those in Barrio

Argentina, Costa Rica,

street morphology varies from barrio to barrio within the con-

straints imposed by the gri d street pattern.

Note in Figure 0.5 that while

the street morphology varies decisively from barrio to barrio, it remains
a grid pattern.

This is even true for Barrio Mexicanos where a bend in a

few streets is all that keeps the morphology from being a perfect 90
degree grid.

Yet the variations in block size alone would serve to

El Centro
Figure 0.5

El Cerrillo

Mexicanos

Street morphology varies from barrio to barrio. These
three examples are all drawn to approximately the
same scale.

distinguish one barrio from another.
The physiography of San Cristobal can also be related to barrios.
Barrio El Cerrillo (cerrillo means little hill) is located on a hill north
of the center of the city.

It is this barrio ' s outstanding characteristic.

The little closely-placed streets are often too steep for automobiles, a
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feature that insures their residents of magnificent panoramas of the city
and the valley,
no such luck.
flatness.

Residents of Barrio Santa Luc ia for the most part have
The outstanding characteristic of their barrio is its vast

Barrio Guadalupe i s also

clo~ely

Barrio Mexicanos is linked with the river.

associated with a hill, whila
The craft orientation, the

morphology and the physiography combine to give each barrio its O\-.'n set of
sounds and smells.

The smell of cloth-dyi·1g is always a part of Barrio

Mexicanos, the smell of the market a part t)f Barrio Merced.

The sound of

hammers on anvils is integral to Barrio El Cerrillo, the sound of saws to
Barrio Santa Lucia.

Mexicanos and Santa Llcia are damp barrios, Guadalupe

and El Cerrillo dry ones.

La Merced is colorful , Cuxtitali is drab.
Th~

Centro is bustling, San Antonio quiet.

El

combination and integration

of all the se elements gives to each barrio an indiv idual character, a
feeling, an E:xi stance that marks out this part of the world from all
others.
In addition to this, the barrio is congruent with another sort cf
district, thE: parish or parroquia.

While no longer the case, in the ole

days each baJ:rio had a complete ar.d functioning church to decorate its
plaza and minister to the souls of its inl::abitants.
very new
later on:

barri~s

Today, whi l e only i.:he

lack a parish church (which raises a question we'll

di~: cuss

c.m a place be a barrio without its church?) there is now but

one parish for all of San Cristobal.

For various reasons, some of them

historical a:1d others of them financial,

~;an

Cristobal today lacks the

priestly manpower to staff all of its churches.

For this reason the only

completely parish church is the Cathedral, and so the Cathedral is
body's parish church.

By

eve~'

frantic rushing around, mass is held in most of

the parish c·,urches, but only on Sunday.

The rest of the time they are
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closed.

This does not apply to the two classes of churches in San

Cristobal that are not parish churches.

In addition to the parish churches,

there are "city" churches, churches whose affiliation is not with any
particular barrio, but rather with the city at large.

One of these,

La Caridad, was erected by a grateful city after prayers to our Lady of
Charity turned back an Indian invasion in the last century .

Another,

San Cristobal, is named after the patron saint of the town .

The third of

these is San Nicolas, right on the Zocalo behind the Cathedral itself.
The other class of churches comprises the convent churches, those run by
special orders :

San to Domingo, run by the Dominicans; San Francisco, run

by the Franciscans; El Carmen, run by the Carmelites; and La Merced, which
functions as the parish church of Barrio Ia Merced (the actual parish
church for La Merced is Calavario, locatec immediately behind La Merced,
and which is scarcely ever used).
churches,

thE~

generally

no~:,

convent churches are always open, the "city" churches
and the parish churches, wj th the exception of the

cathedral, i::regularly so.
feast day,
barrio

Of the above mentioned classes of

w~1ich

All of them a1:e spectacularly open on their

in the case of the parist1 church, is also the day of the

fiest.:~.

But for all of their

distinctivenE~ss,

of a certain fuzziness around the edges.

~'~o

the barrios are possessed

be thoroughly effective a

region should have highly visible boundaries.

Without these there results

a characterless space where ever regions meet.
are in this aspect practically unbounded.

San Cristobal's barrios

To a large extent this is due

to their characteristic trait of having the most distinguishing features
of the barrio (church and plaza) imbedded near the center of the barrio,
a trait of great value as will be seen later on.

Thus the great

commer~ial
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Calle Diego Mazariegos (calle means street) runs dead center through
La Merced, while the barrio's boundaries are here an undistinguished
street, and there an imaginary line along the crest of Cerro San Cristobal.
There is no obvious visual way of telling when you enter this barrio until
you are well within it.

The same is true of Barrio

Gu~dalupe,

through

whose center runs one of the most incredible streets in the world,
El Real de Guadalupe, an utterly distinctive, fantastically alive,
beautiful street.

So definitely "Guadalupe" along its spinal column,

this barrio is no barrio at all along its edges where it merges imperceptibly into Santa Lucia, Cuxtitali, Cerrillo and El Centro.

El Cerrillo,

thanks to its hill, has a more visible boundary, as well as a visual center,
although its east end is flat and there is but the vaguest of boundaries
with Guadalupe.

What we have here are regions like force fields, weaker

farther from the center , as illustrated in Figure 0.6.

This is not to say

that one is not oriented in these barrio boundary regions, but only to
note that barrio character here does not play a hand in reinforcing this
sense of knowing where you are.
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The San Cristobal case with two plaza
centered barrios and one street centered
barrio with fuzzy boundaries, resembling
magnetic force fields.
Two possible situations regarding regions and boundaries.

Articulation on the House Level
In this last respect, houses are like barrios, for there is no
separation between houses as we are accustomed to in the United States.
Rather the houses are built touching one another such that they present to

..
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the street a single unbroken wall.

In most cases the sole obvious visual

features that separate house from house are the color of each house wall,
which does vary from house to house, and the discontinuity of the roofs,
which are, ho·...,ever, very often hidden from the street vie\v by a sort of
false front.

The situation is even more confusing in commercial areas,

where many different shops tend to share the - same house facade , locating
in rooms of tlte house on the street and cutting doorways through the
walls.

Thus

il

street with perhaps fifteen absolutely unrelated shops on

it, is actually but three separate houses.
result of esstmtially two factors:

This state of affairs is the

large homes and an interior focus for

home life.
In

th·~

United states, homes tend to sit in the middle of a plot

of ground and face out towards the street.

Homes are show pieces,

created with ·the intention of impressi111 the passer-by by the appearance
and size of

t~e

home.

by could be

f~rther

With the advent of the picture window, the passer:;-

impressed by a commanding view of the inside of the

pri:ncipal roo·.n of the house.

In Mexico this is not the case at all.

He·:e

the houses surround their space, which beqomes a courtyard interior to
the home, or in many cases a series of courtyards.

The rooms of the

house range around this interior space with windows on the street and on
the courtyard.

The windows on the street are equipped with wrought iron

grills and WO?den shutters, which with this fortress-like appearance have
the effect of warning passers-by to mind their own business rather than
to correon in, as is the case with the picture window.

These windows'

primary function is to let light into the house and nothing else.

The

sole view of the interior afforded to passe:rs-by is through the main
doorway whicr. opens, ·not into a room, but the courtyard.

This house type
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is not peculiar to Mexico, nor even to Latin America .

It has been common

for centuries in the Mediterranean Basin and is also tre predominant hous e
type in China, where the spirit wall prevents the passers-by of even
glimpsing thE.' courtyard.

In the case of China, Rasmussen notes:

"But

seen from the street there is hardly any difference to be noted between
a large costly mansion or a cluster of coolie hovels.

One sees only grey

walls without windows, with here and there an entrance."

(Rasmussen,

1949, 7).
~his

Chinese case presents certain parallels but also striking

differences.

The streets of San Cristobal are lined with windows with

their grills, and are anything but grey.

The houses are painted in the

most amazing hues according to the owner's taste, and since each owner has
his own tastE:, the collection of colors on any given street is amazing.
Pink, sky blue, red, green, white will all appear in a single block, an<."
since the houses are not separated the image is that of a huge canvas
painted in g: .gantic squares of bright colocs.

Rasmussen goes into this

sort of arch:Ltectural decoration at great length.

As he points out

(Rasmussen, 1959, 91), if you make a box of some heavy material, wooden
planks for example , dovetailed together so that the thickness of the wood
is obvious, the weight and solidity of the box will be immediately

appa~ent.

But if the box were planed so that the sides were absolutely flat and
smooth, and it were then painted a light color, it would be impossible to
tell what it was made
than heavy.

of~

and to the eye, it would appear light, rather

In the following quotes, he is speaking of Venice, but what

he is saying holds true for San Cristobal as well.

"Instead of a richly

sculptured-block the buildings (are) transformed into a collection of
figured colored planes •.. They are attempts to make a festive array
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which does vary from house to house, and the discontinuity of the roofs,
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the home, or in many cases a series of courtyards.

The rooms of the

house range around this interior space with windows on the street and on
the courtyard.

The windows on the street are equipped with wrought iron

grills and wo9den shutters, which with this fortress-like appearance have
the effect of warning passers-by to mind their own business rather than
to comeon in, as is the case with the picture window.
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The
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type in China, where the spirit wall prevents the passers-by of even
glimpsing tht: courtyard.

In the case of China, Rasmussen notes:

"But

seen from the street there is hardly any difference to be noted between
a large costly mansion or a cluster of coolie hovels.

One sees only grey

walls without windows, with here and there an entrance."

(Rasmussen,

1949, 7).
~his

Chinese case presents certain parallels but also striking

differences.

The streets of San Cristobal are lined with windows with

their grills, and are anything but grey.

The houses are painted in the

most amazing hues according to the owner 's taste, and since each owner has
his own tastE:, the collection of colors on any given street is amazing.
Pink, sky blue, red, green, white will all appear in a single block, anc
since the houses are not separated the image is that of a huge canvas
painted in g:gantic squares of bright colors.
sort of

arch:~tectural

Rasmussen goes into this

decoration at great length.

As he points out

(Rasmussen, 1959, 91), if you make a box of some heavy material, wooden
planks for example, dovetailed together so that the thickness of the wood
is obvious, the weight and solidity of the box will be immediately

appa~ent.

But if the box were planed so that the sides were absolutely flat and
smooth, and it were then painted a light color, it would be impossible to
tell what it was made of ,. and to the eye, it would appear light, rather
than heavy.

In the following quotes, he is speaking of Venice, but what

he is saying holds true for San Cristobal as well.

"Instead of a richly

sculptured· block the buildings (are) transformed into a collection of
figured colored planes •.• They are attempts to make a festive array
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permanent ••• Even the windows seem to be surface ornaments rather than
openings in walls"

(Rasmussen, 1959, 91).

The appearance of the

stree~s

I

in San Cristobal is unsubstantial because of the flat, smooth painted walls .
This ties in with the fact noted in his Chinese parallel, that it
is difficult to tell a rich man's home from a poor man's.

In San Cristobal,

because of the walls, all painted flat bright colors, this is also true,
so true, that the rich have sometimes gone out of their way to differenttate
their homes from those of their neighbors.

Consequently, to go back to

Rasmussen ' s box , on occasion one finds a home where the dovetailed cornccs
are left reveuled, are not covered over with stucco and painted in bright
flat colors.

Sometimes this has not seemed sufficient and the house has

been set back , out of line with the street wall.
even comes

ac~oss

On rare occasions one

a home with a grassy yard in front of it.

In the last

century the S·ime effect was sought by addirlg elaborate stucco decoration s ,
scrolls and a .cabesques , to the wall or by Betting tiles imported from
northern

Mexi~o

into the stucco before it !;et.

The very poor, on the

other hand, c:tn often not find the wherewi1:hal to stucco their homes anc
paint them.

l'hese form a drab brown ring around the town, very much like

the grey streets of Peking.

There are, then, three types of house facade: s

to be distinguished in San Cristobal:

1)

'rhe unstuccoed, bare stone,

setback, or highly decorated facades of the very rich; 2) The unstuccoec.,
unpainted, bare adobe facades of the very poor; 3) The stuccoed, flat and
brightly paiLted facades of the bulk of the homes in the city.

It is

this last, predominant group of house facades that makes mere walking
through the streets of San Cristobal a daily carnival.
These facade types are echoed in the interior of the houses.
Generally,

a~

was stated before, the house interiors take the form of
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rooms ranged ctround a central patio, with entrance to the horne being made
from the street directly into the patio.

The older homes of the rich are

distinguished by the elaborate gardens in ·the patio, often includ i ng a
fountain, benches 1 trees, even arbors, by a number of different patios,
usually a formal one and one for the kitchen, and by the number of rooms
and second stories.

(The newer homes of the rich tend to be built on a

more North American plan.)

The homes of the poor are characterized by

truncation of the house plan such that rooms run along only one side of the
patio, and by a patio that doubles as a chicken yard.

The homes of most

San Cristobalenos fall somewhere between these two extremes, including
a patio more or .less completely surrounded by rooms without the elabora tions of the :cich.

These houses mimic the plan of the barrio, in that they

have well articulated centers with weak edges.

This is in contrast to the

North American house type which has well articulated edges and no spatial
center at all.

These houses also mimic the form of most Mexican cities,

which, lacking the small well articulated valley setting of San Cristobal,
have well defined centers from which the cities fade away into larger
segments of space.

What I here refer to as mimicry will later be c a lled

replication.
In this prologue I have presented what is, in its greater part,
my own personal view of the way things work together and relate in this
city of San Cristobal las Casas.

I have found space well articulated for

the valley as a whole, for the city as a whole, within barrios, and even
houses.

I have painted a picture of a place, an urban place, an urbs for

the most part, that seems to be to be a model of spatial clarity and
order.

Ensueing chapters will explain the conduct of a study investigaLing

what the inhabitants think of this same hunk of space.

I may note that
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the analysis of the images generated in this study was for me filled with
suspense.

Feeling.as I do about San Cristobal , it would have been a blow

to discover that t he picture of San Cristobal that I have dra\·m here was
nothing more than a chimera of. my overhe.::ttf:d mind; that , in effect, the
San Cristoba lenos found their city to be a spatial .chaos .
well tell you now to keep the suspense dO\·m:
I have .

And twice as exciting to boot .

Well, I may as

they found it as clear as

